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Abstract
Synchronization is a significant issue for multi-threaded
programs. Mutex lock, as a classic solution, is widely used
in legacy programs and is still popular for its intuition. The
SW26010 architecture, deployed on the supercomputer Sun-
way Taihulight, introduces hardware-supported inter-core
message passing mechanism and exposes explicit interfaces
for developers to use its fast on-chip network. This emerging
architectural feature brings both opportunities and chal-
lenges for mutex lock implementation. However, there is
still no general lock mechanism optimized for architectures
with this new feature.

In this paper, we propose pLock, a fast lock designed for ar-
chitectures that support Explicit inter-core Message Passing
(EMP). pLock uses partial cores as lock servers and leverages
the fast on-chip network to implement high-performance
mutual exclusive locks. We propose two new techniques
– chaining lock and hierarchical lock – to reduce message
count and mitigate network congestion.
We implement and evaluate pLock on an SW26010 pro-

cessor. The experimental results show that our proposed
techniques improve the performance of EMP-lock by up to
19.4× over a basic design.

CCS Concepts • Computer systems organization →
Multicore architectures; Processors and memory architec-
tures; • Software and its engineering→Multithreading;
Mutual exclusion; Concurrency control.
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1 Introduction
Mutual exclusive lock is a common mechanism of synchro-
nization for multi-threaded programs. A lock protects a
certain critical section (CS) and can only be held by a single
thread at any given time. Only the thread which acquires
the lock can execute the corresponding critical section. As a
classic solution, lock is widely used in legacy programs and
is popular for its intuition. Because of its importance, lock
has been carefully designed and implemented for modern
multi-core architectures [22, 27].
However, for emerging many-core processors, conven-

tional coherent cache architecture has become more and
more complex and it is very hard to achieve high perfor-
mance [32]. A novel architectural feature, Explicit inter-core
Message Passing (EMP), has gained popularity in research
and even been used in some product many-core processors,
such as TILE-Gx8036 [30] and SW26010 [13]. The Sunway
TaihuLight [1] supercomputer is powered by SW26010 that
uses EMP instead of coherent cache to share data among
cores.

Since EMP provides both high bandwidth and low latency
for inter-core communication, researchers have used EMP to
accelerate programs on Sunway Taihulight [24, 38]. However,
the widely used lock mechanism has not been well optimized
for SW26010 architectures, which leads to sub-optimal per-
formance for multi-threaded programs that frequently use
locks to protect critical sections. Consequently, developers
who want to port their multi-threaded programs to such
new architectures with EMP support face a dilemma: they
either need to rewrite their code using a new programming
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paradigm [25] or give up the opportunity to accelerate syn-
chronization with EMP.
In this paper, we propose pLock, a new lock mechanism

specially designed for EMP supported architectures, such
as SW26010. pLock enables developers to leverage the ben-
efits of fast EMP while preserving the conventional lock
and critical section paradigm. We build pLock as a library
that provides conventional lock/unlock interfaces and hides
all complex architectural details. As a result, application
developers can use pLock without knowing the underlying
architectural features, and thus saves much time from port-
ing and tuning.
Regarding thread synchronization, a key advantage of

EMP over shared memory is that programmers can explicitly
specify a core to share data with another. Therefore, high
contention for a shared memory region can be efficiently
avoided. The basic idea of an EMP-based lock is to use a
dedicated core as a lock-server, and all the other cores as
(clients) that can request locks from the lock-server [10].
Although less cores can be used for computation, the faster
lock still improves the performance for lock-intensive pro-
grams. This server/client model seems to be similar to locks
used in distributed systems. However, a distributed lock
usually prioritizes reliability and availability [5], whereas
on many-core processors, a lock mechanism designed for
multi-threaded programs needs to focus on performance.

There are two main challenges to efficiently utilize EMP to
implement a high-performance lock for Sunway Taihulight:
(1) Though transferring data over EMP avoids memory con-
tention, network congestion can become a new performance
bottleneck with frequent communication. A fast lock based
on EMP should minimize the number of messages among
cores. (2) The inter-core network of SW26010 architecture
is non-uniform and asymmetric. Thus the communication
performance between different cores is different. As a result,
we need to consider how an EMP-based lock works on a
hierarchical network.
We propose pLock, a high-performance lock library that

addresses the above two key problems. In previous EMP-lock
design, clients need to communicate with lock server to re-
quest and release locks each time. However, this mechanism
introduces a large amount of communication between a lock
server and clients. Instead of sending requests to lock server
each time, we transfer lock request among clients directly in
pLock. Therefore, pLock speeds up the process of requesting
and releasing locks, and reduces the communication traffic
to mitigate network congestion. Furthermore, we adopt a
hierarchical lock mechanism to improve the communication
performance on a non-uniform network. We summarize our
contributions as below:

• We propose novel chaining lock method, which allows
a client to bypass lock server and transfer locks directly
to another client. This design reduces the message

amount thus mitigates the communication congestion
caused by lock contention. To our best knowledge,
chaining lock is a new and novel approach on EMP
architectures.

• We propose a hierarchical lock method to fit the non-
uniform nature of the inter-core network. This hi-
erarchical method avoids unnecessary long-distance
communications (which is slow) and replaces them
with faster short-distance communications. Although
hierarchical lock has been used in traditional shared-
memory lock approaches, we are the first to adapt it
on EMP architectures.

• Based on the proposed approach, we implement pLock
on a product processor with EMP, i.e., SW26010. We
also evaluate our approach with micro-benchmarks
and multi-threaded parallel programs.

The experiment results show that, compared with a basic
design, pLock can reduce 53% of communication and reduce
lock latency by 83%.

2 Background
2.1 EMP on SW26010 Architecture
On-chip inter-core network is not a new architectural feature
and is already used bymodernmulti-core andmany-core pro-
cessors. However, on most current architectures, inter-core
network hardware is invisible to developers. For example, the
x86 architecture uses its inter-core network to transfer cache
lines among cores for cache coherence. Both of the inter-core
network and the cache are transparent in the x86 architecture.
On the contrary, the SW26010 architecture exposes its inter-
core network to developers for better architecture scalability.

Master Process Element

Co-Process Element Cluster

Memory Controller

Memory

Figure 1. The architecture of SW26010.

SW26010 is a product processor that has been deployed on
the supercomputer Sunway TaihuLight [13]. Figure 1 shows
parts of its architectural features related to this work. The
basic unit in SW26010 is a core group (CG). A CG is composed
of a master processing element (MPE) and a co-processing
element cluster (CPE cluster). While MPE is used for network
communications and IO operations, most computation work
is delivered to CPE cluster. A CPE cluster contains 64 CPE
cores, which are connected by a 2D mesh inter-core network.
Cores can use the following interfaces to communicate with
others in the same row or the same column:
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• PUTR(destination, value). A core can send a mes-
sage that contains value to another core in the same
row, specified by destination. Value is 256 bits long,
and developers can customize its content. We will
show how to use the 256 bits for encoding messages
in Section 4.

• PUTC(destination, value). Similar to PUTR, but
sends a message to the same column.

• GETR(value). A core can receive a message from other
cores in the same row, and then saves its content in
value. The source core is unknown until the message is
received. If no message is coming, the core will block
and wait until there is a message.

• GETC(value). Similar to GETR, but receives a message
from the same column.

When the on-chip network is free, the four instructions
above can complete within 13 CPU cycles, and the through-
put is 1 instruction per cycle. This fast on-chip network en-
ables the fast lock approach presented in this paper. Sunway
Taihulight is mainly used for High-Performance Computing
(HPC) programs. Most HPC programs pin each thread to a
fixed core, and a core serves only a thread. In other words,
there is a one-to-one mapping between cores and threads.
As a result, we use the term core and thread interchangeable
hereafter.
pLock is built on this 2D mesh network. Since commu-

nications across rows or columns is not supported at the
hardware level, they must be relayed in the software level by
developers. Other architectures may have better hardware
support for direct communication between arbitrary cores,
but they may still have a non-uniform network topology due
to a large number of cores.

2.2 A Basic Design of EMP-Lock
In this subsection we discuss the basic idea of using explicit
message passing to implement a fast lock (EMP-lock), and its
advantage over a traditional lock based on shared-memory
(SHM-lock). Suppose there are two cores A and B, they are
competing for a spin-lock L. Figure 2 shows the memory
traffic caused by the lock competition. Each core accesses
memory and examines the status of L to check if it is available.
If so, it acquires the lock and sets its status to occupied;
if the lock is already occupied by another core, it keeps
checking the status until the current holder releases the lock.
As shown in Figure 2, since A already got the lock, B keeps
accessing memory, which produces a lot of memory traffic.
This memory contention can lead to severe performance
degradation. The simple implementation of SHM-lock is
used to demonstrate the problem. More advanced shared-
memory lock leverages optimization techniques like expo-
nential back-off to mitigate memory contention, but they
can only mitigate but not eliminate the problem. We will
provide more discussion in Section 7.

A B MEM

MEM access, (try to) acquire a lock
MEM access, release a lock

1 A acquires L
Available

The status of L

2 B fails to get L
3 B fails to get L

7 B acquires L

4 B fails to get L
5 B fails to get L
6 A releases L

Occupied

Available

Occupied

Available8 B releases L

Figure 2. A spin lock based on shared memory.

EMP-lock is a design drastically different from SHM-lock.
Status of locks are maintained by the lock server and can
not be directly accessed from clients. Clients acquire and
free locks via sending and receiving messages to and from a
lock server, through the explicit message passing interfaces
provided by architecture. Therefore, the memory traffic is
significantly reduced compared to SHM-lock. Also, since
only the lock server S accesses the lock in memory, the
memory locality is improved.

Message, request a lock
Message, release a lock

Message, grant a lock
MEM access, update lock status

LOCK ID STATUS WAIT LIST

Lock 0
Lock 1
Lock 2
…

Lock N

S grants L to A

Append B to list

A releases L, 
S grants L to B

L A NULL

L O NULL

L O B

L O NULL

L A NULL

A B S Lock List

1

2

3

4 B releases L

Figure 3. A basic design of EMP-lock

In a basic EMP-lock design shown in Figure 3, a core S is
used as a dedicated lock server, and all the other cores are
clients (A and B). Below is how two clients compete for a
single lock L:

1. Client A needs a lock L, so it sends a request message
to server S;

2. Server S received this request. Since the lock is cur-
rently available, S sends a grant message back to client
A;

3. B also requests a lock, but the lock is now occupied by
A. So S append B to the waiting list of lock L;

4. To free the lock, client A sends a release message to
server;

5. After receiving the release message, S picks a client
(B) from the waiting list and grants it the lock.

6. Client B releases the lock, there is no client in the wait-
ing list so S changes the status of L back to available.
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For multiple locks, the lock server maintains a lock list, in
which an entry represents the status of a lock. In a multi-
lock situation, there can be one lock server that holds all
locks or multiple lock servers that each holds part of locks.
A previous study on simulator shows that a lock server
can handle many locks without becoming a performance
bottleneck [10]. For simplicity, in the rest of this paper, we
only discuss the scenario that there is only one lock server
and all clients compete for the same lock.

Nowwe analyze the communication overhead of this basic
design. To execute a critical section, a client needs to (1) send
a request message to the server; (2) receive the grant message
from the server; (3) send a release message to the server. As
a result, for N clients each executes S critical session, the
message count is

Mbasic = 3NS (1)
In other words, three messages are passed among cores for
each client and each critical session.

Using an EMP-Lock, the core S is used as a dedicated lock
server and no longer available for computation, only the
client cores are used for computation. This design principle
sacrifices the compute resources for dedicated synchroniza-
tion support, which may slow down lock non-intensive
programs. However, as we will see in Subsection 5.2, for lock-
intensive programs, the lock performance will compensate
the disadvantage of less computing cores.

3 pLock Approach
3.1 Chaining Lock
In this subsection, we introduce chaining lock technique to
reduce message count. In the basic design (Figure 3), clients
only communicate with the server. When a client frees a
lock, it sends a release message to the server, then the server
receives this message and grants the lock to the next client
in waiting list. The key idea of chaining lock is: when a client
frees a lock, instead of releasing it to the server, it passes the
lock to a waiting client. Figure 4 shows the idea of chaining
lock.

To enable lock passing among clients, the client that cur-
rently holds a lock must know who is waiting for the lock.
To do so, when a lock server sends a grant message to a
client, it also piggybacks the waiting list of the lock. As the
example in Figure 4, the work is done in following steps:

1. All clients ask S for lock L;
2. S grants lock L to client A, and also sends the waiting

list [B,C,D] to A;
3. When client A finishes its work and wants to free L, it

checks the waiting list received with the lock;
4. Then A notices that B is waiting for the lock, so it

passes the lock L along with the updated waiting list
[C,D] to client B.

5. After B finishing its work, it passes lock L and the new
waiting list [D] to C;

A B C D S A B C D S

Request Release Grant Pass a lock

(a) Clients release to server, then 
server approve to other clients.

(b) Server sends wait-list with lock.
Clients pass lock to other clients,
without communicate with server.

O BCD

O CD

O D

O

A

A

O BCD

A

A

CD
D

BCD

Figure 4. Chaining lock mechanism allows clients to pass a
lock to others, thus reduces message count.

6. Client C finishes its work and passes an empty waiting
list to [D];

7. At last, client D sees nothing in the waiting list so it
sends a release message to server S.

The message count of chaining lock depends on the be-
haviors of programs. If the waiting list is long when the
server grants a lock, the passing chain will be long too. More
particularly, all clients must send a request and a release (or
pass), but there is only one grant message in the best case.
The chain length is limited by the number of clients since a
waiting list cannot be longer than the full set of clients. On
the contrary, if no client is in the waiting list for each time
the server grants a lock, there will be no lock passing.

A B C D S

Request Release Grant Pass a lock

For new requests after a 
lock chain is passed away, 
they will be pended in the 
waiting list until the lock 
is released back to server.

O BC

A

C

O

O

O D

A

Figure 5. Chaining lock mechanism allows clients to pass
lock to others, thus reduces message count.

Figure 5 shows a non-ideal case of lock passing. In this
example, the server S has granted the lock L to client A
before more requests come, so client A cannot pass the lock
to anyone, instead it needs to release the lock to server S. The
only chain appears in client B and C. When server grants
the lock to B, the client C is already pending in waiting list,
so it can be sent to B together with the grant message.
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Suppose there are N clients and S critical sections, the
message count in the worst case is

Mchain_worst = 3NS (2)
And the message count in the best case is

Mchain_best = S × (N + 1 + N ) = (2N + 1)S (3)
From Equation 2 and 3 we can see that, in the worst case,
chaining lock does not introduce any extra messages, and
in the best case, when N is very big, chaining lock reduces
about 1/3 communications.
Chaining lock also has some drawbacks. All clients need

to allocate space for storing a waiting list, and they need to
check the list to decide where to send the release message,
which also introduces additional computation overhead. Be-
sides, the message content in this approach needs to include
a waiting list, which may enlarge the message size. Never-
theless, both benefits and overheads depend on programs
and platforms. Fortunately, in Section 4 we will see that, on
the SW26010 processor, these overhead can be hidden with
a careful implementation.

3.2 Hierarchical Lock
As discussed in previous sections, the network performance
of a many-core processor can be different for nearby and
faraway cores. Based on that, we introduce a technique
named hierarchical lock to remove slow long-distance com-
munication. Figure 6 demonstrates the comparison of the
basic design and the hierarchical design.

A B X S Y C D

Request a lock Release a lock Grant a lock

Clients A B C D directly 
communicate with 
server S,  involve many 
slow long-distance 
communications. 

Clients communicate 
with local server X Y, 
which communicate 
with S. There are only 
fast short-distance 
communications. 

(a) Basic design without hierarchical lock

(b) Hierarchical lock design

A B X S Y C D

Figure 6. Hierarchical lock strategy reduces long-distance
inter-core communication.

In Figure 6 there are seven cores. According to the distance
of each pair, we cluster the cores into three groups: {S, X, Y },

{X, A, B}, and {Y, C, D}. Communications inside a group are
short-distance and fast, while communications across groups
are long-distance and slow. We can see that X and Y are
clustered into two groups, we call these cores ad-core. Core
A, B, C, D are clients and S is the lock server. In Figure 6 (a),
clients communicate with the server directly and generate a
lot of long-distance communications.

The key idea of hierarchical lock is to use ad-cores as local
servers to avoid long-distance communication. Figure 6 (b)
demonstrates the principle of hierarchical lock, the work
flow can be listed as below:

1. Client A sends a request message to local server X for
lock L;

2. X does not own the lock, so it asks S for it;
3. S grants L to X, and then X grants L to A;
4. A releases L, and X grants L to B. At this time, since X

already owns L, it does not need to ask S again;
5. After X releases L to S, Y gets L and the process repeats.
6. At last, all clients have done their work and the lock L

is released back to server S.
In the hierarchical lock design, a local lock server acts as a

lock cache to provide fast response to clients in its group. The
message count of hierarchical lock depends on the network
topology and the time sequence of client requests.

Request a lock Release a lock Grant a lock

Local server X keeps a 
lock until there is no 
more waiting clients.

A B X S Y C D

Figure 7. A local server prioritizes the lock locality.

In Figure 7 we can see that a local server manage to
avoid releasing a lock. More particularly, a local server will
not release a lock to the global server unless its waiting
list is empty. So, although clients C and D sent requests
earlier than the second request of A, they can only get the
lock after A finishes its work. There can be some fairness
problems with this design. In a highly-contended situation,
some threads may be starved for a while since a lock is
repeatedly requested by clients belonging to another local
server. However, most HPC programs prioritize throughput
and care little about which thread finishes first, so we choose
to minimize the message count between the global server
and local servers to improve the throughput.
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Suppose there are N clients, S critical sections, andT local
servers, we analyze the message count for both best and
worst cases.

In the worst case, a local server serves only one client then
frees the lock to the global server. As a result, an execution
of a critical section involves two requests, two grants, and
two releases.

Mhier_worst = 6NS (4)
Equation 4 indicates that the hierarchical lock method dou-
bles the message count of the basic design. However, since
the short-distance communication here is faster than long-
distance ones in the basic design, it is not necessary to take
double time.
In the best case, a local server only communication with

the global server once, i.e., it frees the lock after all local
clients finish their work. In this case, the message count is

Mhier_best = 3NS + 3T (5)
From Equation 5 we can see that, in the best case, if T is
much less than NS , the hierarchical lock method is approxi-
mately to replace all long-distance communications by short-
distance communications. This change of network distance
can lead to a performance improvement in communication.

3.3 Combining Two Techniques
We can combine chaining lock with hierarchical lock to-
gether to get an even faster design for EMP architectures.

A B X S Y C D

Request Release Grant Pass a lock

Locks can be passed 
between clients or 
between local servers.

Figure 8. A hierarchical chaining lock

Figure 8 illustrates a combined design. Cores are orga-
nized hierarchically to reduce long-distance communication.
Chaining lock technique is applied to servers and clients. A
client can pass a lock to another client belonging to the same
local server. A local server can also pass a lock to another
local server. In this example:

1. Client A and B send requests to their local server X, C
and D send requests to local server Y ;

2. Local server X and Y hold no lock, so each of them
sends a request to global server S;

3. S sends the granting message, along with the waiting
list [Y] to X ;

4. X sends the granting message, along with the waiting
list [B] to A;

5. After A finishing its work, it passes the lock to B;
6. B releases the lock to local server X after work done.
7. X passes the lock to another local server Y ;
8. Y grants the lock to D and the process repeats;
9. Finally, local server Y releases the lock to global server

S.
With this combined design, the message count for the

worst case and the best case will be:
Mplock_worst = 6NS (6)

Mplock_worst = (2N + 1)S + 2T + 1 (7)
Equation 6 is identical to Equation 4 because neither hierar-
chical or chaining techniqueworks. Equation 7 is a derivation
of Equation 3 and Equation 5. In the best case, compared
with the basic design, the combined design can reduce 1/3
communications and improve the performance of the rest.

4 Implementation
In this section, we describe the implementation of pLock on
the SW26010 architecture. According to its architecture, as
shown in Figure 1, we map servers and clients to cores in a
manner shown in Figure 9.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Global Server

The first column 
are used as local 
lock servers.

Each local lock 
server serves the 
other cores in its 
same row.

These 7×7 cores 
are clients used 
for computation.

Figure 9.Mapping the cores to global lock server, local lock
servers and clients.

We use core 0 as the global lock server, and use the first col-
umn (except core 0) as local servers. Cores in other columns
are used as clients. The communication latency between
any two cores (in the same row or same column) are the same
on SW26010. Therefore, the choice of server column has no
impact on the performance. We select the edge column for
convenience, but it can be any other column as well. A local
server serves the clients in the same row. For basic design
without a local server, the local server cores act for relaying
messages. This is because the hardware messaging is only
supported within a row or a column, so we have to dedicate
the first column for software message relaying. Moreover,
the server cores are saturated by the relaying work and are
unable to do computation (as a client) simultaneously. As a
result, this 49 clients + 8 servers design is the only feasible
solution of implementing EMP lock on SW26010, and we
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cannot implement 63 clients + 1 server due to the on-chip
network constraints of SW26010. We give a discussion for
more flexible EMP architectures in Section 6.

In practice, we can also include the first row as clients. To
do so, core 0 will be both a global server and a local server at
the same time. However, core 0 will handle more messages
than others and become a performance bottleneck. For higher
performance and more transparent implementation, we let
each core plays only one role, and we leave core 1-7 in
the first row unused. Using 15 cores for lock sacrifices
computational power, but benefits the synchronization. We
discuss the tradeoff in the discussion under Figure 13, where
the data show that 49 cores + pLock is better than 64 cores
+ SHM-Lock when the critical section consumes more than
0.88% of total time.
When using multiple SW26010 processors for parallel

computing, a CG is bound to a process, so the change of
the number of available computing cores only affects the
thread-level parallelism, but does not affect the process-level
decomposition. In other words, we do not need to allocate
more CG or introduce more network communication for
using pLock.

#include “plock.h”
thread_work() {

… // some code
PL_Init();
… // some code
PL_Begin();
… // some code
PL_lock(lock-id);
… // critical session
PL_unlock(lock-id);
… // some code
PL_End();

… // some code
}

Import the library

Initialize

Enter Server/Client Mode

Acquire and free a lock

Leave Server/Client Mode

Use 64 cores for 
computation.

1 core as global server 
7 cores as local servers
49 core as clients

Figure 10. The APIs and usage of pLock

We have implemented pLock as a library for developers.
The core APIs and usage of pLock are demonstrated in
Figure 10 with C-style pseudo-code. Leaving 15 cores for
non-computational purpose raises a question that whether
fewer cores lead to lower performance. To efficiently utilize
the resource of a CG, we do not enforce developers to use this
core mapping strategy at all time. Instead, developers can
enter server/client mode before a critical section intensive
area and back to normal mode after that. This switching
allows developers to use 64 cores for embarrassing parallel
workload and then switch to 49 cores for workload that
needs synchronization. Developers can use PL_Begin to
assign roles to cores as servers or clients, then use PL_End
to go back to the 64-core mode. Inside the surrounding area
from PL_Begin to PL_End, developers can use PL_lock and
PL_unlock to acquire and free locks. Also, a more conser-
vative way is to use 49 cores from the beginning to avoid

potential load re-balancing among threads due to mode
switching. In Section 5 we will see that pLock is much
faster than a shared-memory lock. For a programwith highly
contended critical sections, using 49 cores plus pLock can
be faster than using 64 cores plus shared-memory lock.

The next step of implementation is message encoding. The
inter-core communication APIs in SW26010 support sending
and receiving 256-bit messages. We encode a message as
shown in Figure 11.

192-255 bit0-63 bit 64-127 bit 128-191 bit

PreservedLock ID Action Waiting list

Specify a lock.

Currently not used.

Used to send waiting list 
for chaining lock approach.

Request, Grant, Release, or Pass.

Figure 11.Message encoding for SW26010

A 256-bit hardware message is divided into four segments,
and each has 64 bits. These four segments are used as:

• Lock ID. This field is used to specify which lock to
operate on.

• Action. This field can be request, grant, release, or pass.
• Waiting List.As discussed in Subsection 3.1, chaining
lock needs to transfer waiting lists among cores.

• Preserved. This field is currently not used.
As SW26010 supports 256-bit hardware-level message, al-
though we can use fewer bits to encode fields list above, we
use 64 bits for each to simplify encoding/decoding operations
for a high-performance implementation on SW26010. Also,
it is possible to implement non-trivial routing algorithms,
e.g., non-minimal routing, to support more complex server-
client layouts. However, on SW26010, the message encod-
ing/decoding/addressing operations are more expensive than
sending the message itself. Therefore, we keep the logic as
simple as possible.

At the end of Subsection 3.1 we discuss possible drawbacks
of chaining lock. For SW26010, since the hardware-supported
message length is long enough to contain a waiting list,
chaining lock does not introduce any overhead for message
passing.
Based on this implementation, we revisit the message

count of approaches described in Section 3. In this discussion,
we suppose that all the 49 clients are used. On SW26010, a
long-distance message passing is implemented by two short-
distance message passing. So the message count for the basic
design becomes

Csw_basic = 6NS = 294S (8)

For hierarchical lock design, we haveT = 7, and the message
count of the best case is

Csw_hier_worst = 6NS = 294S (9)
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Csw_hier_best = 3NS + 3T = 147S + 21 (10)
We build chaining lock on the base of hierarchical lock, so
its message count is

Csw_plock_worst = 6NS = 294S (11)

Csw_plock_best = (2N + 1)S + 2T + 1 = 99S + 15 (12)
We can see that the worst cases of hierarchical and chaining
lock have the same message count with the basic design. For
a critical section inside a loop with many iterations, S can
be quite large (S → ∞), and we have extreme case

Csw_basic : Csw_hier_best : Csw_plock_best = 6 : 3 : 2 (13)

Equation 13 indicates that, compare with the basic design,
hierarchical lock can reduce at most 50% inter-core communi-
cations and chaining lock can reduce at most 67%. Reducing
communication have potential benefits to improving the lock
performance, but additional logic work in hierarchical and
chaining lock may undermine this advantage. We evaluate
our approaches in Section 5.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Methodology
We have done experiments to evaluate the performance of
pLock. Experiments were done on the Sunway TaihuLight
system. Since this work focuses on the thread synchroniza-
tion inside a process, all experiments are done using a single
CG of SW26010. Three approaches, (1) the Basic design
(Basic), (2) Hierarchical lock (Hier) and (3) the combination
of hierarchical and chaining, i.e., our design (pLock) are
evaluated. All experiments of EMP lock approaches were
done with 1 global server thread, 7 local server threads, and
49 client threads.

Note that we do not use shared-memory lock approaches
or atomic-based approaches as a baseline, because SW26010
has no coherent cache, shared-memory lock approaches can
only use atomic operations that directly access mainmemory,
which results in long latency and low throughput. Only for
some test cases, we compared EMP lockwith shared-memory
lock or atomic approaches to validate our idea.
In Subsection 5.2, we design several micro-benchmarks

to validate our ideas. Experiments in this subsection include
latency, throughput, scaling performance of three EMP-lock
designs. We also record the message count to verify our
analysis in previous sections.
In Subsection 5.3, we evaluate the performance benefits

of pLock on five benchmarks. Counter and Stack are two
popular data structures used in multi-threaded programs.
BFS (breadth-first search) and Tri (triangle count) are bench-
marks from Graph500 and CRONO [2]. Despite above four
common test programs for lock performance evaluation, we
design an Imbalanced Counter test program, to evaluate the
performance under a highly imbalanced workload.

As mentioned in Section 3, the performance of our ap-
proach depends on the workload. However, in our exper-
iments, for a given workload, the performance of our ap-
proach is quite stable. This is partially due to the in-order
design of SW26010 architecture. We use the average of three
times measurement as the results for this section.

5.2 Validation
Figure 12 shows the latency of a critical section using three
EMP-lock approaches. In this experiment, threads are doing
critical sections repeatedly. There is nothing inside the criti-
cal section, only lock and unlock. The interval between two
critical sections varies from 100 cycles to 100,000 cycles.
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Figure 12. The average latency of a critical section using
three EMP-lock approaches

From Figure 12 we can see that, In a lightly contended
situation (interval > 10,000 cycles), all approaches have short
latency. In a highly contended situation, where there is
communication congestion, the benefit of reducing message
count is obvious. With an interval of 100 cycles, pLock is
5.89× faster than Basic. Even more, with an interval of 4000
cycles, pLock is 19.41× faster than Basic. To explain the
sudden shoots up around 600 cycles for Hier, we can look
at the X-axis from the right. With a decreasing interval,
the latency of Hier increases due to higher network traffic.
However, when the interval is short enough, a local lock
server will always have pending requests, so it keeps serving
local clients without giving the lock back to the global server.
In this case, the latency drops due to lock locality.
Latency shown in Figure 12 represents the average time

cost from entering lock() to leaving unlock(). Throughput
shown in Figure 13 represents the total operation rate of
the whole program, i.e., how many critical sections are com-
pleted within a period. The throughput is measured in Mops
(Million Operations Per Second). With a long interval, the
throughput is limited by the parallelism of the programs
itself, so we focus on the results with short intervals.

From Figure 12 and Figure 13 we can see that, although the
latency of Hier is much shorter than Basic, its throughput
improvement is less impressive. pLock, on the other side,
has much higher throughput than Basic. With a 200-cycle
interval, pLock has 3.84× improvement over Basic. We can
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Figure 13. The throughput of three EMP-lock designs and
SHM-lock.

also see that the throughput of shared-memory lock with 64
threads (Shm Lock) is much lower than pLock (1.03 Mops vs.
28.19 Mops).

We use an example to show that 49 cores plus pLock can
work better than 64 cores plus shared memory lock, for a
program with a highly contended critical section. Suppose
there is a program using pLock and it contains a critical
section with 1000 cycles interval, which occupies S of total
time and the rest 1 − S is embarrassing parallel workload. If
we use 64 cores plus Shm Lock, the time will be

T =
28.19
1.03 S +

49
64 (1 − S) = 26.60S + 0.7656 (14)

We can have T < 1 when S < 0.0088. In other words, pLock
is better than Shm Lock when the critical section consumes
more than 0.88% of time.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the scaling performance of
the three approaches. We fixed the interval between critical
sections to 200 cycles, and vary the client number from 1 to
49.
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Figure 14. Latency scales with client numbers

For all of the three approaches, the latency is increasing
proportionally to the number of threads. The increasing
latency is due to the increasing length of the waiting list. For
example, if there are 10 clients, a client will need to wait for
5 other clients on average; but if there are 40 clients, a client
will need to wait for 20 clients on average.

Generally, throughput increaseswith the number of clients
with some drop-down points. As we discussed in Section 3,
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Figure 15. Throughput scales with client numbers

lock performance depends on the behavior of programs.
When the lock acquisition has good locality, the communi-
cation also has good locality then the performance is better.
The lock acquisition behavior depends on the time sequence
of clients, which is further affected by the number of clients.
From Figure 15 we can also see that, the scalability of pLock
is better than the other two. With an interval of 200 cycles,
Basic scales up to only 3 clients and pLock scales up to 20
clients. So pLock has better scalability than a basic EMP-lock
implementation.
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Figure 16.The send and receivemessage counts of the global
server, local servers, and clients

To verify our analysis in Section 3 and Section 4, we let
each client do critical sections for 1000 times, and record
the message counts at runtime. The results are shown in
Figure 16. Message counts are listed for the global server
(GS), local servers (LS), and clients (C), respectively. We also
distinguish send count and receive count. From Figure 16 we
can see that the bars for Basic is symmetric. It is because that
each lock operation involves a client-relay-server commu-
nication path. The total message count of LS is twice as GS
and C, and a local server needs to receive then send for each
message. Message count for GS and LS are reduced a lot with
hierarchical lock. Chaining lock further reduces the message
count for LS. The message counts of three approaches in this
experiment are

Cexp_basic : Cexp_hier : Cexp_plock = 6.00 : 3.43 : 2.80 (15)
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Compare Equation 13 and 15, we see that the actual impact
of hierarchical and chaining techniques is between the best
case and the worst case.
When the global server and local servers handle fewer

messages, they can respond much more quickly than before,
As a result, while pLock only reduce 25% messages of Hier
with an interval of 4000 cycles, its performance ismuch better
than Hier (4.98× for latency and 2.10× for throughput).

5.3 Case Studies
We use three EMP-lock designs on five multi-threaded pro-
grams: Stack, Counter, Imbalanced Counter, BFS, and Tri. The
speedup over basic design is shown in Figure 17. In this
figure we also show the geometric mean of speedup.
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Figure 17. Speedup over basic design. The speedup of pLock
for Imbalanced Counter is 5.76 and its bar is truncated.

Figure 17 shows that pLock approach has the best perfor-
mance. In average, Hier and pLock improve performance by
47% and 118%, respectively. For Imbalanced Counter, pLock
achieves the highest speedup, 5.76× over Basic. In this sub-
section, we analyze the characteristics of these programs to
explain the results.

Counter and Stack are two synthesized benchmarks. Threads
keep doing a critical section for many times, inside the
section, they increase a global counter or push new elements
into a global stack, respectively. These two benchmarks were
run with 49 clients and 200 cycles interval, their performance
is measured by throughput (Mops). The throughput of three
approaches and two benchmarks, along with the results in
Figure 13, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The critical section duration and throughput of
micro-test, Counter, and Stack benchmarks.

The Duration of
a Critical Section

Throughput (Mops)
Basic Hier pLock

Micro-Test 0 cycles 7.44 9.71 28.60
Counter 419 cycles 1.72 3.47 4.12
Stack 460 cycles 1.71 3.31 3.80

As we can see in Table 1, the throughput of Counter is
much lower thanmicro-test in Subsection 5.2. This is because
the global memory access in SW26010 is quite slow and the
long duration of critical section limits the parallelism of
threads. Since there are more memory access operations in
Stack, its critical section is even longer, so the throughput is
lower. As the proportion of memory accessing increases, the
performance impact of lock optimization becomes smaller.
So the speedup for Stack is lower than Counter.
We also implemented an atomic counter, which uses 49

threads to concurrently increase a counter using the atomic
increment instruction. Since the atomic operations on SW26010
directly access the main memory, the atomic increment was
so slow that the atomic-based counter is 2.01× slower than
pLock version.

Another test program Imbalanced Counter has non-uniform
workload for clients. A client k has k times workload of
client 1. We also record the message counts of using three
approaches and the ratio is 6.00 : 4.26 : 2.92. However, pLock
got speedup even more than 3×. This is because the imbal-
anced workload causes network congestion in Column 0 (the
server column) of the chip, and our chaining lock technique
can efficiently reduce the inter-server communication and
avoid network congestion. In this experiment, the ratio of
inter-server message count was 100.53 : 30.56 : 1.00. In
other words, pLock reduced 51% overall communication and
99% inter-server communication.
BFS and Tri are two graph computing programs. We run

BFS with 245K vertexes with an average degree of 16. For
Tri, the test graph has 100K vertexes and the average degree
is 16. From Figure 17 we can see that pLock improved the
performance of BFS and Tri by 29% and 25% respectively.
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Figure 18. Time consumption of global synchronization
(barrier) and critical sections

We further profile the execution time of BFS, for both
critical sections and other parts. Figure 18 shows the time
consumption of global synchronization (barrier) and critical
sections of a BFS run. The time consumption was measured
for each core, the bars in Figure 18 represent the average
time of all client cores. The error bars show the minimum
and maximum values. We can see that while pLock reduces
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the time for critical section, the variance of barrier time was
increased. The reason is that while both hierarchical lock
and chaining lock techniques improve the locality of lock
acquiring, the basic design has better fairness. Nevertheless,
pLock still has better overall performance than the basic
design.

6 Discussions
In this work, we present pLock, a lock approach that focuses
on throughput. Some programs may have other priorities
such as fairness and security. A fair and safe lock on EMP
architectures remains as future work. Allowing clients to
pass locks to others may introduce potential security issues.
As a temporal solution for security concern, we can fall back
to a centralized server-client solution by forcing lock servers
always to return an empty waiting list.
The two techniques used in pLock, chaining lock and hi-

erarchical lock, are general techniques for any architectures
that support EMP. For a new architecture that supports arbi-
trary pairwise communication, there will be more possible
EMP lock hierarchies and the optimal hierarchical solution
can be different from the one of SW26010. Also, if an EMP
architecture supports coherent shared cache, then cores can
use cache to share waiting list, and there is no need to pass
a waiting list among client cores explicitly.

7 Related Work
Multi-thread programming is widely used to efficiently uti-
lize the computational ability of multi-core and many-core
processors. Since many threads share a region of memory,
synchronization is necessary to avoid data race and ensure
the correctness of concurrent operations [8, 15, 23, 36].

Using locks to protect critical session is a popular solution
for synchronization. Many techniques can be used to imple-
ment locks. Spin lock [4] is a classic and straightforward
lock approach. A spinlock keeps checking a shared variable
until it gets the lock. Spinlocks have poor scalability since
all threads spin on a single memory location, which can lead
to heavy contention. Lock contention can cause significant
performance loss [37], so researchers have investigatedmany
approaches to reduce or avoid lock contention.

When a thread cannot get a lock immediately, it can wait
for a period then retry. A spin lock with exponential back-off
algorithm [22] has much better performance than a naive im-
plementation. Queue locks like MCS [27] and CLH [7] were
proposed to address the lock contention problem. Threads
using queue locks append themselves to the end of a queue.
When a thread releases a lock, it will pass the lock to its
successor. Queue locks have good performance in a highly
contended situation. However, if a thread is scheduled to
the background by OS, the lock passing chain may break
and harm performance. In modern operating system (OS),
threads can also suspend until the lock is available. This is

the approach used by POSIX mutex (pthread_mutex_lock),
a better choice when processors are highly over-subscribed.
Since queue locks and POSIX mutex introduce additional
overhead, the most straightforward spinlock has the best
performance under no-contended or lightly-contended situa-
tions. QOLB [14, 20] uses a hardware-supported queue and
cache-line associated syncbits to organize waiting processes
and critical data. With the hardware support, QOLB can
simplify and accelerate lock transferring among processes
on cache-coherent architectures.
The lock approaches above are all trying to transfer the

permission of executing critical sessions among threads. As a
result, cache lines containing lock variables and shared data
are also transferring between cores. In nowadays processors,
cache transfer can be expensive. Some researchers propose
new cache coherence protocol extension to mitigate the
contention in cache [16], and some others propose software
solutions called delegation technique to improve memory lo-
cality. Instead of transferring permission via locks, delegation
synchronization approaches transfer computation, i.e., the
work of a critical section. With Flat-Combining (FC) [12, 17]
technique, threads that do not get a lock appends their re-
quests to an additional request queue, then the thread which
gets the lock not only finishes its job but also reads the
request queue and does the work for others threads. The
service threads in FC is dynamically selected, in RCL [25],
service threads are dedicated and pinned to cores and have
better cache performance. Some optimization in traditional
locks are also be applied to delegation methods. Queue-
delegation [21] use a queue to organize client threads. Server
threads only need to communicate with the client thread
in the queue head, without polling over all client threads.
While delegation methods have good performance in highly-
contended situations, their latency is longer than most locks
due to remote-procedure-call (RPC) operation, so is not the
best choice for lightly-contended programs. Besides, modi-
fication in the source code is required to adopt delegation
approaches, and it can consume considerable manual efforts.

Recent architectural evolution also affects thread synchro-
nization techniques. Many modern computers have Non-
Uniform-Memory-Access (NUMA) architecture. NUMA-aware
and hierarchical synchronization methods were proposed
for both locking and delegation [12, 33]. HCLH [26] and
Cohort-Locks [9] are hierarchical locks, and SANL [40] is a
NUMA-aware delegation approach.
Another trend in a many-core processor is the undeter-

mined future of cache coherence (CC) and the emerging of
explicit message passing (EMP) [31, 39]. For inter-core com-
munication, EMP is much faster than CC-based data sharing.
A processor with EMP is somehow similar to a cluster or a
distributed system. Although locks are also widely used in
distributed systems [5], they often consider high availability
and reliability, while locks for multi-thread programs put the
performance (throughput and latency) in the first place. As
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Table 2. A brief comparison of state-of-the-art synchronization approaches.

Synchronization Approaches
Lock-Based
or Lock-Free

Required Hardware Feature
Compatibility
for Legacy Code

Performance in Highly-
Contended Situations

Lock-free Data Structures [19] Lock-free Atomic instructions Very Low High
Delegation (shm version) [25] Lock-free Atomic instructions Low High
Transactional Memory [29] Lock-free Transactional memory instructions Medium Conflict rate dependent

Spinlock [4] Lock-based Atomic instructions High Low
POSIX mutex lock Lock-based OS dependent High Medium
Queue-lock [27] Lock-based Atomic instructions High Medium

Delegation (EMP version) [30] Lock-free Explicit message passing Low High
pLock (our work) Lock-based Explicit message passing High High

a result, instead of using distributed locks directly on EMP
processors, developers should carefully design new synchro-
nization mechanisms to meet performance requirements.
EMP has been used to accelerate the request sending rou-
tine in RCL [30], and the performance is improved by 4.3×.
On Sunway Taihulight [13], concurrent data classification
obtains a speedup of 19.15× after changing synchronization
method from shared-memory based locking to EMP based
delegation [24]. Dogan et al. designed a server-client lock
model to accelerate multi-thread programs while preserving
the original lock interface [10]. Our work also uses the
server-client lock model used in Dogan’s. Nevertheless, our
hierarchical lock and chaining lock techniques improved the
performance of EMP-based lock by up to 10.38× over the
intuitive method used in Dogan’s work.

There are also some alternative synchronization methods
without explicit locking. Simple and common data structures
like queue [35], stack [18], hash table [28], have been re-
design to be lock-free. Universal construction approaches
for wait-free or lock-free data structures have also been
proposed [3, 11]. Nevertheless, auto-constructed lock-free
data structures can introduce additional memory space us-
age and performance overhead. Transactional memory has
been proposed to support more aggressive parallel execu-
tion. Software transactional memory (STM) [34] is too slow
thus is not practical [6]. Hardware transactional memory
(HTM) is much faster than STM, while still can be further im-
proved [29]. HTM-based programs have good performance
with low conflict rate. With frequent memory access conflict,
HTM-based programs often fall back to using a traditional
synchronization method.

There are so many synchronization approaches that many
other works are not introduced in this paper. We summa-
rize the pros and cons of state-of-the-art synchronization
approaches in Table 2. As we can see, previous solutions
either do not perform well in highly contended situations
or lack of compatibility to use on legacy code. Our work,

pLock, preserves the lock interfaces, so it is easy to be ap-
plied for legacy programs. It also leverages explicit message
passing for high performance. Since “every locking scheme
has its fifteen minutes of fame” [8, 15], several tools [30, 40]
have been proposed to help developers to choose the best
synchronization solution according to program workload
and hardware platform.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss the principles of using explicit
message passing (EMP) interface to design and implement
mutex lock. We also proposed two techniques – hierarchical
lock and chaining lock – to reduce message count and further
improve the performance of EMP-lock. We implement our
approach on SW26010, a product processor with EMP and is
used in the supercomputer Sunway Taihulight. Experimental
results show that our optimization techniques improve the
performance by over 10× compared with the basic imple-
mentation.
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